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TAKARA SHOCHU
Personality: Clean with undertones of citrus

Description: TAKARA SHOCHU is clean and sophisticated, its 
gentle minerality accented by lemon and lime pith. The palate is 
dry and very smooth with a refreshing finish. It is reminiscent 
of high-quality vodka, but easier to drink and lower in calories 
because the alcohol content is lower.

Recommended Temperature: Serve chilled.

Serving Recommendations: Drink TAKARA SHOCHU well-
chilled and neat in a shot glass or shake it with ice and serve in a 
cold martini glass with a twist of lemon.

Food Pairing Suggestions: TAKARA SHOCHU is a great match 
for caviar, lightly cured salmon, raw oysters and mildly flavored 
sushi.

Distilled in Japan
Ko-rui Shochu (multiple-distillations) 

Type: Molasses
Alcohol: 24%

Size: 1,750 ML

While the history of “honkaku sho-
chu” (single distillation) dates back to 
Mesopotamia, “Ko-rui shochu” (mul-
tiple distillations) was not invented 
untill the late 19th century. This new 
distillation process revolutionized 
the production capacity as well as the 
flavor profiles of shochu. TAKARA 
SHOCHU, first created around 1925, 
was a vanguard of ko-rui shochu, char-
acterized by its smooth quality and 
well-suited to large-scale production 
capacity. Since then, TAKARA SHO-
CHU has been a leading shochu brand 
in Japan. It is best known today for its 
clean and refined quality, making it a 
perfect and delicious base for Chu-hi 
(shochu highball) and cocktails. 

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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Spirits Comparisons: Top-shelf vodka 
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TAKARA SHOCHU JUN
Personality: Versatile and inviting

Description: 
TAKARA SHOCHU JUN is made from a carefully selected combination of 
grains, including corn and barley, and molasses. Multiple distillations make 
the base clean and pure. The final shochu is a blend of spirits. Serving TA-
KARA SHOCHU JUN chilled showcases its briny, green olive minerality. 
As the spirit warms, gentle notes from the barrel and mash reveal them-
selves: warm sugar cane, sweet corn, cinnamon, vanilla and wood.

Recommended Temperature: Serve chilled or at room temperature.

Serving Recommendations: 
For a vodka martini experience, shake TAKARA SHOCHU JUN with ice and 
pour into a cold martini glass. Garnish with a green olive. For a taste of the Ca-
ribbean, serve this rum-like shochu neat at room temperature or on the rocks.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
Cold, TAKARA SHOCHU JUN has savory minerality which will balance 
lightly sweet seafood dishes, such as cold shrimp or lobster. Those same 
savory aspects will match the delicate smoky aromas of grilled shrimp or 
lobster, the umami of poached chicken breast, and the saltiness of crunchy 
potato chips.
       At room temperature, TAKARA SHOCHU JUN will work with slightly 
stronger dishes, such as yellow corn pudding, fried plantain, and seafood 
chowder with saffron.

Distilled in Japan
Ko-rui Shochu (multiple-distillations)

Type: Mainly grains including corn, 
barley, and molasses
Alcohol: 35%

Size: 750 ML

In the 1970s, vodka became the pre-
ferred white liquor in the United States 
over bourbon whisky. Japan discovered 
its own niche market for shochu, and in 
1977, TAKARA SHOCHU JUN was 
introduced as a part of the white liquor 
revolution. JUN, which means “pure” 
in Japanese, conveys its subtle natural 
flavors and purity in quality. The prod-
uct was an immediate success, selling 
over a million cases by 1982, and close 
to 7 million cases by 1985. 

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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Spirits Comparisons: Top-shelf vodka or light rum 
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YOKAICHI KOME
Personality: Mineral and Asian pear

Description: 
YOKAICHI KOME is a 100% rice, single-distillation Shochu. This 
process allows for greater complexity and more influences from 
the source material. Look for aromas of pear, jasmine rice, delicate 
white flowers and rainwater. The palate is more savory with flavors 
of salted pear, mineral, green olive and lemon pith.

Recommended Temperature: 
Room temperature or slightly chilled 

Serving Recommendations: 
Neat in a small white wine glass

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
YOKAICHI KOME is a great choice for light tapas, such as green 
olives, thinly sliced Iberico ham, shrimp, grilled chicken breast, 
manchego cheese, cod fritters, Marcona almonds and Tamari 
snacks. Or drizzle it on top of lobster bisque.

Distilled at: Kurokabegura, Mi-
yazaki, Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Genatsu: reduced pressure distillation)
Type: Kome (Rice), 100%
Koji: Ki (yellow koji), rice base
Alcohol: 25% 

Size: 750 ML

The YOKAICHI brand was created to 
reintroduce the world to honkaku shochu 
(single distilled spirits). In order to create 
a single-distillation shochu with a refined 
palate, TAKARA combines dual technol-
ogies developed through years of sake and 
shochu production. 

YOKAICHI KOME uses rice (kome) 
polished down to 70%, and is brewed us-
ing low-temperature fermentation (known 
as ginjikomi, often used for ginjo sake) and 
sandanjikomi*, which produces beautiful 
aromas and flavors. The vacuum distilla-
tion method produces a clean taste and 
finish. 
* sandanjikomi:
(3-stage-addition main mash process that is 
used  in sake fermentation.)

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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YOKAICHI MUGI
Personality: Savory with red fruit highlights

Description: 
YOKAICHI MUGI is 100% barley, single-distillation shochu. This process 
allows for great complexity and more influences from the source material—
savory notes of salty, grilled bread or raw buckwheat with brown banana 
and hints of raspberry and strawberry.

Recommended Temperature: 
Room temperature.

Service Recommendations: 
 Neat or with a few drops of water in a small white wine or whiskey 
 glass. Adding the water brings out more fruit notes, decreases the 
 saltiness and makes the mouthfeel even creamier.

 Warm: Using warm water increases the savoriness and reduces the fruit. For 
 the warm preparation, heat water to 175˚F (80˚C). Pour in a ratio of 4 parts 
 shochu to 6 parts hot water, or 5:5 for a richer mix. Always pour hot water first, 
 let set to temper the cup, and add shochu last, aiming for an ideal mixed 
 temperature of 100˚F-115˚F (40˚C-45˚C). If you pour shochu first and add hot 
 water on top of shochu, it would dissipate or damage the delicate flavor nuances  
 of shochu, and could cause bitterness.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
The salty-savory flavors will pair with dry cheeses, such as Parmesan, and 
tapas like toasted bread with black olive tapenade. YOKAICHI MUGI also 
has the intensity to work with finely flavored red meat dishes such as carpac-
cio, rare fillet of beef, wagyu tataki.

Distilled at: Kurokabegura, Mi-
yazaki, Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Genatsu: reduced pressure distillation)
Type: Mugi (barley), 100%
Koji: Shiro (white) koji, mugi base
Mugi polishing ratio: 60%
Alcohol: 24% & 25%

Size: 750 ML

The YOKAICHI brand was created to re-
introduce the world to honkaku shochu. In 
order to create a single-distillation shochu 
with a refined palate, TAKARA combines 
dual technologies developed through years 
of sake and shochu production.

YOKAICHI MUGI uses barley wheat 
(mugi) polished down to 60%, white koji 
mold to break down the starch into glucose, 
and is brewed using low-temperature fer-
mentation (known as ginjikomi, often used 
for ginjo sake), which produces beautiful 
aromas and flavors. The vacuum distillation 
method produces a clean taste and finish.

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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Spirits Comparisons: Barrel-aged gin or unwooded whiskey 
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KURO YOKAICHI
Personality: Complex, savory, and balanced

Description: 
KURO YOKAICHI is a Imo (sweet potato)-based, single-distillation 
shochu. This process allows for great complexity and more influences from 
the source material. This is an engaging shochu with many nuances of 
aroma and flavor which conjure up memories and blends of flavors more 
than specific notes. Think about a weekend breakfast at the beach with the 
newspaper and a warm plate of English bacon and home fries with creme 
fraiche and chives.

Recommended Temperature: Slightly chilled, room temperature, or to 
emphasize the savory aspects, warm.

Serving Recommendations: Neat or with a small ice cube in a juice glass.
 For a full-bodied taste and savory notes: Neat or warm
 Warm: Using warm water increases the savoriness and reduces the fruit. For 
 the warm preparation, heat water to 175˚F (80˚C). Pour in a ratio of 4 parts 
 shochu to 6 parts hot water, or 5:5 for a richer mix. Always pour hot water first, 
 let set to temper the cup, and add shochu last, aiming for an ideal mixed 
 temperature of 100˚F-115˚F (40˚C-45˚C). If you pour shochu first and add hot 
 water on top of shochu, it would dissipate or damage the delicate flavor nuances  
 of shochu, and could cause bitterness.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
Try it with grilled shrimp, lightly smoked chicken breast, crispy-skinned 
roast pork or simply, ham, eggs and home fries.

Distilled at: Kurokabegura, Mi-
yazaki, Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Joatsu: atmospheric distillation)
Type: Imo (sweet potato)
Koji: Kuro (black) koji, rice base
Alcohol: 24%

Size: 750 ML

The YOKAICHI brand was created to 
reintroduce the world to honkaku sho-
chu. In order to create a single-distillation 
shochu with a refined palate, TAKARA 
combines dual technologies developed 
through years of sake and shochu produc-
tion.

KURO YOKAICHI is an imo 
(sweet potato) based, single-distilla-
tion shochu that uses kuro (black) koji 
mold to break down the starch into 
glucose. The kuro koji helps to bring 
out the sweet and complex fragrance 
and rich flavors of sweet potato. 

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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Spirits Comparisons: Barrel-aged gin 
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IKKOMON
Personality: Savory and mouthwatering

Description: 
IKKOMON is 100% Imo (sweet potato), single-distillation shochu. 
This process allows for great complexity and more influences from the 
source material. The nose and palate meld a wealth of gently savory and 
comforting flavors, including toasted light rye, caraway, salted butter, 
fried apple, and spices. 

Recommended Temperature: 
Temperature: Room temperature, slightly chilled, or to emphasize the 
savory aspects, warm.

Service Recommendations: 
 Neat, or with a few drops of water, in a rocks glass. 
 Warm: Using warm water increases the savoriness and reduces the fruit. For 
 the warm preparation, heat water to 175˚F (80˚C). Pour in a ratio of 4 parts 
 shochu to 6 parts hot water, or 5:5 for a richer mix. Always pour hot water first, 
 let set to temper the cup, and add shochu last, aiming for an ideal mixed 
 temperature of 100˚F-115˚F (40˚C-45˚C). If you pour shochu first and add hot 
 water on top of shochu, it would dissipate or damage the delicate flavor nuances  
 of shochu, and could cause bitterness.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
Lightly grilled squid, eel or fish, roast pork, or a Reuben sandwich.

Size: 750 ML

IKKOMON is a honkaku shochu, made with 
100% Koganesengan. Sweet and delicious to 
eat, Koganesengan is the most popular Japa-
nese sweet potato in Kagoshima prefecture. 
Shochu made with this cultivar is known for 
its sweet fragrance, a delicately smooth pal-
ate, and complex flavors of chestnuts and 
dried flowers.

While many imo shochu are brewed 
with rice koji, IKKOMON is brewed with 
100% imo from start to finish. Propagating 
superior quality imo koji is a modern feat, 
made possible by TAKARA’s inimitable use 
of patented technology and constant drive 
to innovate. The resulting product is IKKO-
MON, an authentic imo shochu that ema-
nates the bounty of the sweet potato. 

Distilled at: Komaki Jozo, Kagoshi-
ma, Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Joatsu: atmospheric distillation)
Type: Imo (Koganesengan sweet potato), 100%
Koji: shiro (white), imo (potato) base
Alcohol: 24% & 25%

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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Comparisons: Sour beer
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BENIIKKO
Personality: Savory and focused

Description: 
BENKIKO is 100% Imo (sweet potato), single-distillation Shochu. 
This process allows for great complexity and more influences from the 
source material. From nose to palate, from beginning through lengthy 
finish, this shochu shows the flavor of well-salted, red-skinned potatoes 
that were gently boiled in water and a dash of vinegar until dry, then 
broken up with a fork until fluffy.

Recommended Temperature: 
Room temperature or slightly chilled or, to emphasize the savory as-
pects, warm.

Service Recommendations: 
 Neat, or with a few drops of water, in a rocks glass. 
 Warm: Using warm water increases the savoriness and reduces the fruit. For 
 the warm preparation, heat water to 175˚F (80˚C). Pour in a ratio of 4 parts 
 shochu to 6 parts hot water, or 5:5 for a richer mix. Always pour hot water first, 
 let set to temper the cup, and add shochu last, aiming for an ideal mixed 
 temperature of 100˚F-115˚F (40˚C-45˚C). If you pour shochu first and add hot 
 water on top of shochu, it would dissipate or damage the delicate flavor nuances  
 of shochu, and could cause bitterness.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
Try it with grilled squid, smoked oyster, cured fish, roast pork, schnit-
zel, grilled bratwurst or fish and chips. 

Size: 750 ML

BENIIKKO is a honkaku shochu made with 
100% Beni Satsuma, a popular sweet potato 
varietal in Kagoshima prefecture. Beni Sat-
suma is sweet, and delicious, and has a light 
red skin color (Beni means red in Japanese). 
Shochu made from this varietal is known for 
its floral aroma and silky sweet flavors. 

While many imo shochu are brewed 
with rice koji, BENIIKKO is brewed with 
100% imo from start to finish. Propagating 
superior quality imo koji is a modern feat, 
made possible by TAKARA’s inimitable use 
of patented technology and constant drive to 
innovate. The resulting product is BENIIK-
KO, an authentic imo shochu that emanates 
the bounty of the sweet potato. 

Distilled at: Komaki Jozo, 
Kagoshima,  Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Joatsu: atmospheric distillation)
Type: Imo (Benisatsuma sweet potato), 100%
Koji: shiro (white), imo (potato) base
Alcohol: 24%

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018
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Comparisons: Sour beer
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KUROKAME
Personality: Peppery with subtle earthiness

Description: 
KUROKAME is an Imo-sweet potato-based, single-distillation shochu. 
This process allows for great complexity and more influences from the 
source material. KUROKAME is a relatively light shochu with pleas-
ant aromas and flavors of root vegetables and barley, complemented 
by notes of melon, caraway and peppery spice. Chilling KUROKAME 
makes it milder, fruitier and less peppery. Warm temperatures empha-
size the savory aspects.

Recommended Temperature: 
Temperature: Room temperature, warm or chilled

Serving Recommendations: 
 Neat or on ice in a rocks glass.
 Warm: Using warm water increases the savoriness and reduces the fruit. For 
 the warm preparation, heat water to 175˚F (80˚C). Pour in a ratio of 4 parts 
 shochu to 6 parts hot water, or 5:5 for a richer mix. Always pour hot water first, 
 let set to temper the cup, and add shochu last, aiming for an ideal mixed 
 temperature of 100˚F-115˚F (40˚C-45˚C). If you pour shochu first and add hot 
 water on top of shochu, it would dissipate or damage the delicate flavor nuances  
 of shochu, and could cause bitterness.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
KUROKAME is well-suited to foods that are mildly flavored but 
umami-driven. These include grilled shrimp or squid, cooked eel, black 
truffle risotto, and miso broth with mushroom or pork. You can also 
add it to cheese fondue instead of kirsch and then drink warm KURO-
KAME with that meal.

Size: 750 ML

KUROKAME shochu is an authentic honkaku 
shochu made from Koganesengan sweet potato, 
one of the most popular imo varietals in Kagoshi-
ma prefecture. The primary moromi (mash) 
is created with kuro koji, or black koji, and is 
brewed inside porcelain pots called “kame.”   

Kuro koji orginates in the Okinawa region 
and is known to produce an abundance of citric 
acid, effectively extracting the taste and char-
acter of the base ingredients. The round shape 
of the kame creates a natural convection that 
reduces thermal irregularities, and by burying 
the kame halfway into the ground, the moromi 
is fermented at a balanced temperature. Com-
bining superior ingredients and a traditional 
fermentation method creates an ideal condition 
for the moromi, resulting in a shochu that is rich 
in flavor, sweetness, and complexity.

Distilled at: Kami Shuzo, Kagoshi-
ma,  Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Joatsu: atmospheric distillation)
Type: Imo (Koganesengan sweet potato)
Koji: Kuro (black) koji, rice base
Alcohol: 25%

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018

Aromatic Intensity
Dry to Sweet  
Body
Flavor Intensity
Fruitiness
Savoriness
Acidity   
Length of Finish

Taste Profile

Spirits Comparisons: Potato vodka 
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GANKUTSUOH
Personality: Delicate and fruity

Description: 
GANKUTSUOH is a 100% rice (kome), single distillation shochu. 
This process allows for great complexity and more influences from 
the source material. GANKUTSUOH offers pretty aromas of melon, 
apple blossom, vanilla and banana. The flavors are similar, particularly 
the melon and banana, but there is also salty minerality. The palate is 
smooth and lightly creamy with a clean, mineral-centric finish. When 
warm, the banana and minerality are emphasized.

Recommended Temperature: 
Room temperature, lightly chilled or on ice

Service Recommendations: 
Neat in a white wine glass or on ice in a rocks glass.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
Try GANKUTSUOH cool or at room temperature with mild sushi or 
sashimi, including scallop, raw shrimp, and snapper. It will also work 
with tender, poached chicken breast on white rice. Warming GAN-
KUTSUOH allows it to stand up to stronger dishes, such as slightly 
cooked or smoked white fish and chicken on white or brown rice.

Size: 750 ML

GANKUTSUOH is a honkaku shochu 
made from 100% rice. The rice is pol-
ished down to 55% before fermentation 
begins, and the main mash (moromi) is 
fermented at a low temperature. And, 
similar to the process used for ginjo sake, 
GANKUTSUOH uses the sandanjikomi* 
method. After distillation, the shochu is 
transferred to large porcelain pots (kame) 
and aged in a natural cave. This intricate 
process ensures GANKUTSUOH’s ex-
ceptionally smooth taste and a delicate 
ginjo bouquet.
*sandanjikomi:
(3-stage-addition main mash process that is 
used  in sake fermentation. In this case the 
process produces a superior shochu base.)

Distilled at: Kurokabegura, Mi-
yazaki,  Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Genatsu: reduced pressure distillation)
Type: Kome (rice), 100%
Koji: Ki (yellow) koji, rice base
Alcohol: 25%

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018

Aromatic Intensity
Dry to Sweet  
Body
Flavor Intensity
Fruitiness
Savoriness
Acidity   
Length of Finish

Taste Profile

Comparisons: Delicate sake or mineral water with a dash of melon 
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TOWARI
Personality: Mellow and earthy

Description: 
TOWARI is a 100% buckwheat (soba), single-distillation shochu. 
This process allows for great complexity and more influences from 
the source material. The aroma brings to mind a wide range of savory 
foods: fresh and charred vegetables, including spring onion, broccoli 
rabe, and radish, along with buckwheat, sesame seed, black olive and 
leather. The palate is smooth, mellow, and very complex.

Recommended Temperature: 
Room temperature or warm

Service Recommendations: 
 Neat, or added to warm water in a white wine or whiskey glass. 
 Warm: Using warm water increases the savoriness and reduces the fruit. For 
 the warm preparation, heat water to 175˚F (80˚C). Pour in a ratio of 4 parts 
 shochu to 6 parts hot water, or 5:5 for a richer mix. Always pour hot water first, 
 let set to temper the cup, and add shochu last, aiming for an ideal mixed 
 temperature of 100˚F-115˚F (40˚C-45˚C). If you pour shochu first and add hot 
 water on top of shochu, it would dissipate or damage the delicate flavor nuances  
 of shochu, and could cause bitterness.

Food Pairing Suggestions: 
TOWARI will shine when paired with foods which present a similar 
medley of subtle, earthy flavors. Try it with stewed chicken on cous-
cous with black olive, soba noodles with vegetable broth or roasted fall 
vegetables.

Size: 750 ML

TOWARI is a honkaku shochu made from 
100% buckwheat (soba). Creating soba koji 
is notoriously difficult due to the very hard 
surface of the buckwheat kernel. Thus, most 
shochu breweries use rice or barley for the 
koji and primary moromi (main fermentation 
mash). Breaking from the norm, TAKARA 
uses its proprietary technology to create su-
perior quality soba koji, resulting in a 100% 
soba shochu, TOWARI. This shochu also 
uniquely blends two methods of distillation 
– pot distillation and vacuum distillation – 
resulting in an authentic shochu with nutty 
flavors of roasted soba and a buttery smooth 
palate. 

Distilled at: Kurokabegura, Miyazaki,  
Japan
Honkaku Shochu (single distillation)
(Joatsu: atmospheric + Genatsu: re-
duced pressure distillation)
Type: Soba (buckwheat), 100%
Koji: Shiro (white) koji, soba base
Alcohol: 25%

Shochu Taste Profile, 10/30/2018

Aromatic Intensity
Dry to Sweet  
Body
Flavor Intensity
Fruitiness
Savoriness
Acidity   
Length of Finish

Taste Profile

Comparisons: Barrel-aged beer 


